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Chapter I
Introduc tion
Social studies in Grade I means those experiences
which the school provides to extend the child's social
unders tand ing. The teacher must plan to help the child
make social adjustments. She must provide for a social
set-up in the classroom where the child will learn to
live with others. In doing this, he learn3 also what
others do for him.
Basal reading materials provide the opportunities
to teach the vocabulary and mechanics of reading. The
writer, a first grade teacher, was interested in finding
material which might be used for teaching the social
s tudies
.
X/
Therefore, the purpose of thi3 study is to analyze
the first grade books of five basal reading series for
material which might be used to teach social studies
concepts in a first grade.
It is the writer's purpose to show what the basal
reading series contain concerning social studies situa-
tions. While tnsse situations are not identical in all
the books, they are centered around a given theme.
i
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Chapter II
Summary of Research
One of the aims of the social studies in the first
grade is to direct social behavior and to develop certain
habits and attitudes that are necessary for group living,
knowledge of the child's environment enables the teacher
to estimate the child's experiential background and
aids her in planning experiences that will help the
child grow mentally, morally, physically and emotionally.
Children do have experiences. These experiences depend
on their environment. The teacher can plan to utilize
and extend those experiences through the reading program.
The basal reading program paves the way and provides
the foundation and incentive for much wider, more enjoy-
1 .
able reading than would otherwise be possible Gates
explains. He says it is designed to free the teacher
of much of the work that she would otherwise have to do,
so that she can give more attention to the proper selec-
tion of other reading materials and the proper guidance
of children in their total reading program.
1. Gates ,. Arthur I., "The Place of the Basal Books in a
Reading Program." Teacher's Service Bulletin in Reading-
Vol. 1, No. 6 (Feb. 1040) Published by the Macmillan Co.
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1 .
Wrights tone and Campbell say: "At the primary
level the uni texts are confined largely to those exper-
iences in which the child participates directly, and
to those social activities and ways of life which he
observes in his daily living.”
2 .
Betts tells us : "One of the reasons for reading
and listening is to acquire information. However, to
be a critical reader, an intelligent reader, or just a
good reader, the child must take considerable experience
to the reading matter. For example, a city child may
have heard the words "barn”, "windmill" and "pump", but
if he has never seen one or a picture of one his ideas
may be far from reality. Reading is a double-barrelled
proposition involving both language facts and experience.
Hence, the teacher should never take for granted an
accurate background of experience on the part of this
child!’ p. 457.
1. Wrights tone, Jacob Wayne, and Campbell, Doak S.- Social
Studies and the American Way of Life-Kew York: Row,
Peterson and Company, 1942
.
p . 23.
2. Betts, Emmett A. -Directed Reading Ac tlvitles -Sducatlon-
al Administra tion and Supervision. Vol. xxx Nov. 1944
~&r. —
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Betts further points out that in several basal
series of readers the stories are grouped in each book
around a common center of interest, theme or topic.
For example, three to seven stories may be grouped under
the heading of Circus Stories, Our Animal Friends,
At the County, In Town, and so on. This organization
of the content is Indicated in the table of contents.
Pupil attention should be called to this unit or topical
grouping of stories when the unit is undertaken and
each story should be related to the total unit as the
unit is developed. As a result, the pupils should be
able to make better use of the table of contents and
they should be better oriented regarding the sequence
of events
.
1 .
Gray cites two Investigations concerning basal
2
. 3 .
readers. These are Boney and Smith . Boney reviews
arguments in support of and against the basal reading
program. His data show that favorable results were
obtained In cities wnere no basal readers were used.
1. Gray, William S. -"Summary of Reading Investigations
(July 1, 1937 to June 30, 1938.)" Journal of Educational
Research-Vol . xxxll-March 1939-lTo. 7 p. 484-4S6.
2. Boney, C. DeWitt "Basal Readers" -SI ernentary English
Review XV (April, 1938) p. 133-137.
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Similarly favorable results have also been found where
basal readers mve been used.
Smith presented evidence concerning types of read-
ing programs. These were:
a. no basic books, much activity
b. no basic books, work based on children’s
interests
c. some basic books, work based on children's
Interests
d. work based largely on book materials
e. work based solely on book materials.
The data secured showed that the experience
method provided contact with more words and secured
more repetition than did the basic readers studied.
1 .
Gray goes on to say that Smith's data do not answer
vital questions like the following:
"(a) the length of time that the experience of
the pupils may be used helpfully in intro-
ducing pupils to reading and
(b) the most effective methods of introducing
pupils to reading what others have written
as contrasted with reading accounts of their
1. Gray: Ibid: p. 486
.•
'
•
•
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<e.
own experiences. Analyses of the processes
involved show that the reading of the two
tvpes of material require significantly
different mental attitudes and habits and
present correspondingly different teaching
problems .
"
1 .
According to Paul McKee there are seven instruc-
tional jobs that may be considered as objectives in
preparing first grade children for reading.
They are:
”(1) Providing pupils with real, varied and
rich experiences essential to the getting
of meaning from material to be read;
(2) training in the use of ideas;
(3) training in the speaking of simple English
sentences
;
(4) the development of a wide speaking vocabulary;
(5) training in accurate enunciation and pronun-
ciation;
(6) the development of a desire to read;
(7) training in keeping a series of ideas in mind
in their proper sequence.”
1. McKee, Paul-Reading and Literature in Elementary School
Boston; Houghton Mifflin Company, 1934 pp . §9-160.
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Lyman says: "The activities of reading, of think-
ing, and of studying are considered as three aspects of
the one process by which we learn to use materials which
we find in printed form. All are activities of the mind.
We read serious books to get ideas; wo think about
them to see what these ideas mean; we study ideas and
their meanings, endeavoring to make them our permanent
possessions and to get ready to use them in problems
of our own."
O nt
• xJ •
Clarke and Nolte checked comprehension in
reading by substituting an easy vocabulary in various
selections in history, geography, Indian life, Tbeir
findings showed that although the written material was
more easily read, it was not understood any better, due
to lack of background experience.
1, Lyman, R.L. The Mind at Work-Chlcago : Scott, Foresman,
and Company, 192-4 p. 14.
2, Clarke, Katherine, "The effect on Comprehension of
Simplification of Social Science Reading Material in a
Second Grade” Unpublished aaster's thesis - State Univ.
of Iowa -Iowa City, 1955
.
3, ilolte, Karl F, ”The Lffect of 3 imp 1 ification of
Vocabulary on Comprehension in Reading ” - Unpublished
doctor's dissertation-State University of Iowa
,
±owa
City 1935.
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9A background of experience is necessary for
beginning readers. Teachers' manuals list procedures
for teaching reading. Skillful illustrations stir
the imagination of the child and arouse interest in the
printed page, but the teacher must use her own methods
and resources to direct, stimulate and interest her
pupils, background experience may be acquired through
discussions, or by means of visual aids, and by
6xc urs ions
.
X •
Robert Hill Lane states that the aim of education
is to develop "the good life" through experiences which
reflect the interests, needs and capacities of the
persons to be educated. On6 way of accomplishing
this is by units of work. He describes a unit of work
as ’the teachers plan for organizing children's exper-
iences around a central idea or thought or theme."
2
.
In a later publication Mr. Lane says that a
\
teacher cannot deal adequately with a child unless she
knows the type of living which the economic status of
his parents makes possible for him. Lhe must know
1. Lane, Robert Hlll-The Progressive Elementary School -
Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, IS5o-p. Vs.
2. Lane, Robert Hill-The Teacher in the Modern Blementary
School-Bos ton: Houghton Mifflin Company 1941-p. 44,
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the cultural opportunities of hi3 home, the attitudes
and ideals whic ' surround him during the time when he
is outside tho Influence of *hls school# Only then
will she be aware of the resulting strains and stresses
which his social group life imposes upon him.
1 .
According to Otto "the elementary school provides
experiences which are carefully adjusted to the iratura-
tion levels, needs and interests of its comparatively
immature pupils.” He goes on to say that the
school must take children as they are and must provide
experiences that v.riil promote wholesome, well-rounded
growth and development
.
2
.
Lee and Loo state that "social and moral
development are dependent on maturation and experience,'"
They then go on to say that "meaning is always
based on experience, and that experience is
meaningful in terns of previous understandings,
A thing can l ave mean ng only in terms of what
the child already understands. This is a most
important 'principle, and though it may be er
-
ernlly accepted, rauct teachin entirely ignores
it, A teacher would do well first to know her
pupils better, find out what is meaningful to
them and what is not, and then readapt the learn-
ing situation so t t all pupils will be able to
1, 3tto, He
Admi iiistra t Ion
o
nry J • -elementary school )i?ga ilzatlon a
-3ec onu id i t ion- 'tewYork : D, ippleton
nd
Gen tu:
ompany, 1344- p. 28.-69
.ry
2/ Lep, J, iurrary and Lee, >rris I y
,
-The Child and His
Curriculum-Hew York: D, Ancle ton-Centurv Comoany, 1940
p.“£$-p. 277,
-p. 143.
..
• 1
comprehend all that is presented. It may to
a simple manipulation of arithmetic, or it may
he a piece of literature or a basic principle
of social science, but for the child it is only
nonsense material if it is not meaningful to
him in terms of his own experience; unless he
sees its relation to other concepts, or prin-
ciple or ideas ."
The first grade teacher must teach reading at
the same time that she is doing this she has a golden
opportunity for teaching the social studies. Through
the reading program she can begin the inculcation
of proper personal relations, which, according to Lee
and Lee are:
"Getting along with playmates.
Being a member of a family,
forking with others at school.
Participating with others in Church, clubs
games
.
M
-L •
Durr ell states:
"The social atmosphere of the class and learning
efficiency are also improved when each child
can enrich the group experiences by his reading
of new materials related to the topic under
discussion, without being tied to the uniform
assignment in which each child presents inform-
ation already known to the others."
The first grade child progresses gradually from
the pre-primer stage, to the primer stage and finally
1. Durrell, Donald D. -Improvement of Basic Read in
Abilities -Yonkers -on-xiuds on
,
ITHw fork : Y/orld Book
Company, lS4G-p. G7,

to the first reader stage. By reading about the farm,
or school, or transportation in a number of pre-primers,
primers and first readers he can surely "enrich the
group experiences"’ and acquire information for his own
use •
.
The little child must be given an opportunity
to practice democracy.
1
.
According to dlouser and Milliken the appreciations
to be developed are:
"willingness to share material a,
respecting ideas of others in the group,
deferring to the general wish of the group,
using forms of courtesy,
doing his part,
being orderly and appreciating the advantages
of orderliness,
appreciation of being clean,
the habit of cleanliness,
assuming respons ibility for property of the
group,
using materials economically,
kindness to dumb animals,
obedience to signals, and to those in authority,
holding to a common interest,
using time advantageous ly and willingness to give
and take."
1. Clouser, Lucy W. and Milliken Chloe E
.
-Kindergarten
Primary Activities Based on Community Life - llew York:
ike mi IIan Company, 1$2$
,.
.
1
.
Burrows and Seed find the subject matter for social studies
units for the first grade must be drawn directly from the environ-
ment. It is concerned with the child's everyday life. It must
arouse and hold the interest of the child. It should widen his
interests and keep him satisfyingly active.
2
.
Krey tells us that the pupil's own experience is a funda-
mental feature in the teaching of the social studies. A single
social idea or concept can seldom if ever be completely learned
through a single encounter with hard fact. Most social concepts
are taught through successive experiences. He explains that it
is seldom necessary or wise, however, to repeat identically the
same experience.
3.
Horn says that special needs, abilities, and interests of
the students in any one grade must be considered when choosing
a method of instruction.
1. Burrow, Sarah Clayton and Seed, Corrine A. "The Social Studies
in the Elementary School". Twelfth Yearbook
.
The National Council
for the Social Studies
,
A Dept, of the National Education Associa-
tion, 1201 Sixteenth St. N. W. Washington, D. C. 1941. P. 157
2. Krey, A. C., A Regional Program For the Social Studies , New York
The Macmillan Company, 1938. P. 140
3. Horn, Ernest-Methods of Instruction in the Social Studies -Reoort
of the Commission of the Social Studies-Part XV-New York: Charles
Scribners Sons, 1937-p. 16- p.130
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Books, he says, are not used too extensively in
teaching the social studies; they are used improperly.
"Ideas must he built by the student out of the materials
of his experience. Indeed, the gap between the exper-
ience of the child and the realities that he is expected
to understand is so wide that it can be bridged only
with great difficulty."
1 .
According to Lee there is relatively little
material available to aid in the selection of the
most Important personal experiences for the elementary
school child. There are, however, many suggestions
available on problems of pre-school children, and many
studies have been made on the adolescent child. There
is need of more studies on the child six to twelve years
of age, for, says Lee: "These second six years of a
child's life rank next only to the first six in providing
a basis for life adjustment.”
A study of the books dealing with the teaching of
social studies, courses of study, and textbooks yield
a large number of specific unders tandings
,
shills, and
1. Lee, J.Murray and Lee, Dorris May-The Child and His
Curriculum-ITew York: D .Apple ton-Century Company, 1C 40"-"
p. 278.
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attitudes. These understandings and attitudes must
be built by the child and based on his own experience.
The schools must teach reading, writing and
arithmetic. Tradition says that is what schools are
for. The schools must keep pace with the social and
economic changes that are constantly taking place.
The experiences of the children in the Atomic Age
are quite different from those in the Air Age or
Power Age. Their experiences in and out of school
are different today that were the experiences of the
children of yesterday.
Prom these studies dealing with the background
experiences of little children it is evident that the
background of experience, concepts and vocabulary
development of individual children entering first grade
vary greatly.
The attempt will be made to analyze five basal
reading series for situations which could be utilized
in developing certain social studies concepts.
It is the writer's hope that this analysis of
five basal reading series for the first grade will make
it easier for the teacher in this grade to find more
readily, social studies material in a given area.
• '
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1Chapter III
Selection of Social Studies Situations
Centers of interest for each grade are usually
i.
followed in the curriculum. Frederick and Kusselv/hite
established centers of interest for grades one through
ty/elve. They found that four factors must be taken
into account in curriculum revision, namely: psycholo-
gical. considerations, current progressive practices,
available recent material and experimentation. .They
explain that the curriculum must be based upon sound
psychological principles. The curriculum must be
progress?ve. Constant examination of courses of study
and recent outstanding books help educators determine
the material usable in courses of studies* Actual use
in the classroom determines the effective ness of the
curriculum u^terials. After analysing thirty-one good
recent courses of study and one hundred sixty- three
%
outstanding recent textbooks they attempted to determine
1. Frederick, 0*1* and Ilusselwhite, Llyod Face, "Centers
of Emphasis for Grades One, Trhough Twelve” Journal
j? s earch-Vo 1 . 32 Ho . 2 ( Octobey T»38T
p. 123-130.
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centers of interest or emphasis for each grade. The
centers of interest or emphasis for Grade I as established
by them were: Life in th6 Home and Life in School.
These centers of interest included the life of children
,
other people, plants ar.d animals.
According .to Glover and Dewey:
-
Stutsman made a study of fifty adjusted and
fifty mal-adjus ted children for the White House
Conference, which revealed that happiness and under-
standing in the home life of a child is of vital
importance to the child. The city child 1 s interests
are many and varied. Hi3 interests extend outside the
home. The rural child’s interests are centered largely
in the home.
So it would seem that the home should be one of
.
the major centers of interest for little children. On
this point there is great agreement among writers of
social studies material for the primary grades.
The curriculum for the social studies In first
~
.
grade was discussed in a' publication by Michner.
1. Glover, Katherine and Dewey, Evelyn-Children of the
New Day-Mew York: D.Appleton-Century Co. Inc.
,
I Go 4,
p. 134-jl3o.
2. Yichener, James A. "The Future of the Social Studies"
Proposals for an Experimental Social-Studies Curriculum.
Curriculum Series #1-CambrIdge, I<3ia s£ ^ Counci j. r^o

The following chart is a digest of this publication
Authors Name
1. Ellis, Elmer
& English, W.
Franc is
2, Hatch, Roy \Y.
3. Hughes, R.O.
4. Krey, A.C*
5. Kronenberg,
Henry
6. Morehouse,
Frances
7. Quillen, I.
James
3. Smith,
Donnal V.
Title of Article Social Studies Page
Sub j . Matter
"A Program of Community life, 20
Social Studies institutions, &
geography
r,A Program in The School 24
the Social The Home
S tudies"
"A Social-
Studies Pro
gram"
"A Curriculum
for the Social
Studies”
”A Proposed
Social Studies
Program"
"A Course of
Social Studies
for American
Public Schools"
"A Suggested
Curriculum for
the Social
Studies"
.
Home, School & 44
Community,
Unders tanding
independence
Home, School 72
Comraunity
Home and School 79
life by means
of a project
My Family 108
My School
Sanitation, 121
Cleanliness,
safety, &
recreation.
Social activities
of the home & siiool
”\?hat Shall We Carnes or activi- 161
Teach in Social ties based jn play
Studies'* experience. The
operation of a
store, a school,
a small city
* a
•
' J . \ s
.
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.
r
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Z
Author’s Name Title of Articles Social Studies pg.
Sub.j, IJattor
Cur School 178
Our House
Our Neighbor-
hood-
How Our Neigh-
borhood Coop-
erates
Most of these writers agree that the home, the
school and the community should be included in the first
grade curriculum, and that life in the home, the school
and the community should be based on the child’s own
experience. It is not the material alone that counts.
The way in which the material is used is important.
The N.E.A. Department of Superintendents Fourteenth
1 .
Yearbook shows the frequency of appearance of certain
phases of content or courses in the social studies in
each grade of 849 six year elementary schools.
Because the writer of this paper is concerned only
with first grade material, only those phases or courses
found in Grade I of the above mentioned 849 schools are
listed in Table I which follows:
9. TTilson, Howard E. "A Social-
Studies Course
of Study”
1. National Education Association Department of Superin-
tendents -Fourteenth Yearbook-Washington, D.C.: T he
assoc. 19oG p. S5.
.. c
~ {
.
„
.
. .
.
. .
' f.'V.
y 1 »
Table I
Frequency of Appearance
Phase of Course Grade I
1. Community life 374
2. Community civics 180
3. Citizenship 434
4. General Social Science 159
5. Social Problems 132
6. American or United States History 35
7. American Heroes and Holidays 331
8. State History 18
9. Current Events 156
10. American Geography 17
11. State Geography 13
12. World Geography 21
13. Ancient History 0
14. Ancient and Medieval History 0
15. Modern European History 0
16. Social Studies 8
On the basis of these frequencies it is found that in Grade
I the dominant offerings are: community life, citizenship, and
American Heroes and Holidays
.
1 . 2 .
Lee and Lee tell that Joy M. Lacey tested the social
studies concepts of primary children in certain areas, and found
• that first grade children had some correct concepts and some in-
correct concepts. Twelve concepts of home life were tested. It
was found that a larger percentage of children tested, had correct
concepts, rather than incorrect concepts. For twelve concepts
1. Lee and Lee Ibid: p. 286-287
2. Lacey, Joy M.
,
Social Studies Concepts of Children in the
First Three Grades . Contributions to Education, No. 548 ' ("Ne'w York
Teachers College, Columbia University, 1932). pp 57-61
,.
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of community helpers, the same was found. For nine concepts in
the area of "Great People and Special Days" a smaller percentage
was found to be correct and a larger percentage incorrect. The
high percentage of misconceptions is evidence that all phases of
a concept have not been stressed.
When the analysis of books was completed the social studies
situations were classified under the following social studies
areas
:
(l) home; (2) school; (3) community; (4) farm;
(5) transportation.
The results of the analysis are presented in the next
chapter.
The social studies situations found in this analysis were
obtained from the first grade books of the following basal
reading series used in three first grades of a particular sphool
district:
I English, Mildred and Alexander Thomas,
Happy Hour Readers-New York: Johnson Publishing
Company, 1933.
A. Pre-Primer: Spot
B. Primer: Jo-Boy
C. First Reader: Good Friends
.'
.
. 1
-
.
.
t
II Gates, Arthur I., Huber, Miriam Blanton, and
Feardon, Celeste Comegys
,
-The New Work-Play
Books -Hew York: The Macmillan Company, l9o9.
A. Pre-Primer: Off We Go
B. Second Pre-Primer: How We Go Again
C. Primer* Jim and Judy
D. First Header: Down Our Street
III Gray, Williams., Baruch, Dorothy, and
Montgomery, Elizabeth, Basic Pleaders: Curricu-
lum Foundation Seriies ,- Hew York: iTcott,
Foresman and Company, 1340.
A. First Pre-Primer: We Look and See
B. Second Pre-Primer: Wfe Work and Play
C. Third Pre-Primex 1 : We Come and Go
Gray, Williams.., Arbuthnot, May Hlll-Bao 1c
Headers : Curriculum Foundation Serie~s~ [W
Revision of trie Elson-Gray Basic Headers
)
Hew York: Scott, Foresman and Company, 1040.
D. Primer-: Fun With Dick and Jane
E. First Header: Our New Friends
IV 0*Donnel, Mabel and Carey, Alice-Tho Alice and
Jerry Books -Evans ton, Illinois: now, Peterson
and. Company, 1338-1341.
A. Readiness Fre-Primer: Happy Days
B. First Pre-Primer: Ridas and Slides
C. Second Pre-Brimer: Here and There
D. Primer: Day In and Day Out
E. First Header: Hound About
tT •
.
'
.
.
.
y
V Tippet, James S. -The Henry Series -Yonkers -on-
Hudson, Hew York: World Book Company, 1939
A • Pre-Primer: Henry and the Garden
3 • Primer : Stories About Henry
C. First Header: Henry and His Friends
In examining these hooks only those situations
that would extend the child's concepts of the social
studies were selected.
The number of times the situation appeared in
each book was noted.
The frequency of the situations In all the readers
was noted.

Chapter IV
ANALYSIS OF DATA
Meaning in reading is attained through the
association of experiences with the printed word.
Fords alone do not convey meaning. They do stimulate
the reader to recall familiar experiences. The kind
of meaning derived from reading depends upon richness
of ideas. These ideas are merely touched upon in
the pre-primers . The ideas are developed in the
primers and expanded in the first readers.
In building social studies concepts through
reading in the first grade, the child’s understanding
and experiences must be considered. New concepts must
be introduced gradually and must bo supplemented by a
great deal of repetitive detail.
The following is an example of progression of
concept building in the Curriculum Foundation Series:
1. Fe Look and See
Spot is introduced as a fa mi ly pet.
The children have fun playing with their dog.
pp. 15-1S
2 3
-A.
I
..
.
,
.
.
.
«
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*
.
.
2 • ^"e Work and Play
Spot becomes a helper. He helps bring in
the clothes, pp. 14.
3 . We Come and Go
Spot becomes a "life-saver”, when Baby’s
teddy-bear falls overboard, pp . 69-70
4. Fun With Dick and Jane
Spot has fun at the farm chasing the farm
animals.
.
pp . 65-68
Spot is naughty. He breaks up the toy
farm, pp . 104-107
5. Our Hew Friends
A new dog is introduced.
Billy makes a wish, and receives a little
black dog for his birthday, pp. 82-87
The idea of buying a dog at a pet shop is
devel6ped
•
Several short unit experiences centered around a
central theme are to be found in the five basal series
analyzed.
The situations are not identical in each book or
..
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in each series, but the concepts to be developed are
parallel and so warrant placing the situations in
a given area.
In Fart I are listed the social studies situations
a3 they appear, page by page, in the Five basal reading
series analyzed in this paper.
In Part II the situations are placed in areas.
.
;
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Part I
Social Studies Situations
(Listed 'oy Series and Page)
I Happy Hour Readers
A. Pre-Primer - Spot
Adventures of Spot, the dog, pp. 1-39
Mother Cat in the home, pp. 4-9
Frogs, pp. 8-9
Kittens, pp. 10-11
Squirrel, pp. 12-13
Hen, pp. 14-15
Rabbits, pp. 16-18
Ducks, pp. 19-23
Dolls, pp. 24-26
Billy Goat, pp. 26-29
Rooster, pp, 30-31
Mother Cat and her family, pp. 32-36
Jo-Boy rides away pp. 37-39
The actual words "frogs", "squirrel”
,
"goat", and "rooster**
are not used in the text. But amusing situations in
which these animals play a part with Spot are expressed
-.
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by means of pictures and onomatopoeia
Without actually being bold, the children get the
idea that the dogs are playful and sometimes mischievous.
But domestic or farm animals usually protect themselves
when dogs become too active.
B. Primer - Jo-B oy
Taking care of toys, pp. 8-16
Caring for younger members of the family pp. 17-24
Playing together, pp. 28-29
Cooperation in the home, pp. 30-31
Activities in the part, pp. 32-38
Toys, pp. 41-G1
Pets, pp. 63-75
Safety, pp. 77, 82, 83-85
The Store, pp. 78, 79-86
Community helpers, pp. 83-85, 87-89
Traffic police, pp. 83-85
Storekeeper, p. 86
Iwailman, pp. 87-88
Farm Animals, pp . 91-95, 99-101
Farm- the source of food, pp. 95-98
Keans of Transportation, pp. 102-104, 113-118
Airplane, pp. 102-104
Bicycle, pp. 113-124
Holidays, pp. 113-124

By means of stories and pictures, interest is aroused
in the following animals: dog, ponies, fish, rabbits,
bird, cat, kitten, hen, chickens, goose, ducks, cows,
pig*
C. First Header - Good Friends
Playing with toys, pp. 7-8
Interest in playmates, pp. 8-12
Carpenters at work, pp. 13-14
Cooperation in play, pp, 15-18
An outdoor jarty, pp. 19-24
Good workmanship rewarded, pp. 29-32
An airplane ride, pp. 32
Dramatic play, pp. 33-34
Home enjoyment, p. 35
Nature in the classroom, pp. 37-42
Turtle pp. 37-38
Fish pp. 58-39
Bulbs pp. 40-42
Birthday party at school, pp. 43-45
Cooperation in the classroom, pp. 45-48 pp. 52-
Cooperation on the playground, pp. 49-51
Means of transportation
Bus, p. 55
Trucks, p. 56
Cars, p. 55
Is.,
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Activities In the part, pp. 58-69
Community helpers, pp, 70-73
Circus, pp. 75-87
Gathering muts, pp, 89-90
Birdte homes, pp, 101-105
Farrn-a source of food, pp, 115-137
Holidays, pp. 159-173
In this book the social studies situations lead the
dhild away from the immediate home and out into the
community where he becomes familiar with the playground,
school, travel, park3, the circus, the zoo and cooper-
ation and Interdependence on the farm.
.'
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Table II
Data on Happy Hour Readers
Pre-Primer
Spot
'1' *
Humber of Social Studies
situations in the book 12
Horne situations 2
School situations 0
Community situa-
tions 0
Farm situations 9
Transportation 1
Primer
Jo-Boy^
*
17
7
0
6
2
2
First .Header
Good Friends
22
7
4
4
3
4
Humber of pages 40 148
Humber of words introduced 64 137
Humber of units in book 3 7
Humber of stories in book 14 47
Humber of people intro-
duced 2 9
Number of animals intro- 6 13
duced
176
300
8
53
12
13
1. English, Mildred and Alexander, Thomas - Happy Hour
Readers - Hew York: Johnson Publishing Co mpany , 1935.
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II The New Work-Play Book?
A. First Pre-Primer Off We Go
The first fourteen pages of this pre-primer
are full-page pictures of activities in the
home and. community.
The family at breakfast p. 1
The family says ’’Goodbye" to father p. 2
The children tidy up their room p. 3
The family start out on a shopping tour, p. 4
The dog sees a cat p. 5
The dog chases the cat p. 6
The children 100k for their dog in a grocery
store, a drug store, a butcher shop, pp. 7-12
They go to the hardware store and buy a leash
p. 13
The family return home with the dog on a
leash p. 14
Outdoor play, pp* 15-26
Pets pp. 27-30
Transportation
Car, pp. 32-34
Farm, pp. 56-44
Home, pp. 45-48
Page 49 through page 64 - tests.

< a a.
The pictures help the child interpret the text. The
content material of this pre-primer is based on the
child’s every-day experiences with pets and playmates
in the home and at the farm.
B. Second Pre-Primer - Now We Go Again
Transportation;
Train, pp. 1-C
Car. p. 7
Boat, pp. 46-47
Community helper:
Fireman, pp. 10-11
PolicenEin, pp. 16-18, pp. 27-30
Toy store, pp. 12-14
Zoo, pp . 18-26
Fun at the beach, pp. 37-45
Now Tie Go Again extends the child’s ideas of home and
the community. Grandfather and Grandmother are included
in the family. The characters are shown having fun
in the city, seeing big buildings, cars, and city helpers
such as firemen and policemen. They go to the zoo and
the beach, and enjoy a visit to a toy store.
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C . Primer - Jim and Judy
Cooperation in the home, pp . 2-31
Fun in the home, pp. 32-G1
Pets, pp. 47-51
Toys, pp. 52-57
Surprises, pp. 33-44, 58-61
Transportation:
Airplane, pp. 63-84
Train, pp. 87-88
Freight train, pp. 107-108
Farm:
Animals, pp. 89-102, pp. 119-120
Source of food, pp. 90-93
Pet store, pp. 109-116
Postman, pp. 117
School, pp. 122-131
First day at school, pp. 123-124
Pets at school, pp. 125-126
Cooperation in the classroom, pp. 127-131
Jim and Judy reflects the experiences of children.
Cooperation in the home, with Judy helping Mother, and
Jim helping Father is followed by fun in the home when
Jim and Judy have a birthday surprise party and then
enjoy their toys. They see a farm from an airplane
and then become acquainted with farm animals and farm
work when they visit the farm. Friendliness and cooper-
ation is the theme in the section relating to school.
,.
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D. First Header - Down Our Street
Community helpers:
Mailman, p. 5
Storeman, p. 5, 18
Policeman, pp. 7, 14, 15
Fireman, p. 8, 17
Barber, pp. 9-10
Stores, pp. 20-23, pp. 152-159
City stores
Village stores
Transportation:
Bicycle, pp. 25-3G
Milkwagon, p. 157
Haywagon, p. 1G6
Animals -domes tic and wild, pp. 38-68, pp. 123-
136
The circus, pp. 70-98
Cooperation in play, pp. 146-151, pp. 160-162
Farm, pp, 107-118- pp. 164-168
The concept of the community is developed in this book.
The mailman, storemn, policeman, fireman, barber, and
milkman are all introduced as friends and helpers of
all. Domestic and farm animals are contrasted with
wild animals . City stores and the village store are
compared.

Table III
Data on The New
7/brk-Flay Books
Pre-Primer
1.
Dff We Go
2nd Pre-
Primer
Now We Go
Again L.
Primer
Jim &
Judy 1 .
First
Reader
Down Our
Street^
Number of social study
situations In the book 5 S 16 18
Home situations 3 0 5 4
School situations 0 0 3 0
Community situations 0 r*O 2 8
Farm situations 1 0 irto 4
Tra ns poirbation 1 5 3 3
Number of pages 64 48 151 198
Number of words in-
troduc ed 41 21 146 242
Number of units in
the book 3 3 6 5
Number of stories in
book 9 18 39 24
Number of people in-
troduced 5 7 10 26
Number of animals in
troduced 3 5 9 18
1. Gates, Arthur, I. Huber, Miriam Blanton, Beardon, Cel-
este Comegys,- The New Work-Play Books - New York:
The Macmillan Company, 1939.
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Ill Curriculum Foundation Series
A. First Pre-Brimer - We Loolf and See
The family is Introduced:
Dick, pp. 3-<5
Jane, PP • 7-10
Baby, PP* 11-14
PP* 39-47
Pets
,
pp. 15-22
pp. 31-38
Toys, PP* 23 -30
Familiar play activities of little children are intro-
duced.
B. Second Pre-Primer - We Look and Play
Helping Mother and Father, pp. 3-6
Doing tricks, pp. 7-10
Helping Mother take in the washing, pp. 11-14
Fun with pets, pp. 15-18
* Planting a garden, pp. 19-22
Fun with pets and toys, pp. 31-38
Pets help, pp. 43-46
Making toys, pp. 47-50
pp. 57-62
Work and play in the home is the theme in this hook.
The family have Sin together with tneir pets and toys.
They work together.

*1
C. Third Pre-Primer - We Come and Go
The store, pp. 9-16
Games, pp. 17-22
Pun with pets and toys, pp. 23-32
A ear ride, pp. 33-42
pp. 47-49
A picnic, pp. 43-46
Pun at the beach, pp . 53-64
Boats, p. 50, pp. 65-69
Plane, p. 51
A pet help Sp. 69-70
The same family and their pets go on excursions.
D. Primer - Pun With Dick and Jane
The family:
Cooperation in play, pp. 6-21
Cooperation in work, pp. 22-25
pp. 34-38
Tne garage man, pp. 39-44
Farm. pp. 46-80
Farm animals, pp, 50-72
Work on the farm, pp. 55-60, 63, 73-75
Pets, pp. 65-72, 76-35
Toys, pp, 34-109, 108-112
Playmates, pp. 113-134
Transporation
Car, pp. 44 p. 30
Bus, pp. 135-139

The zoo, pp. 135-146
School, pp. 147-157
The everyday activities of the family in the home, at
the farm and with friends are portrayed in this primer*
First Header - Our New Friends
Carpenter, pp. 6-7
Movers, pp. 3-3
Cars, pp. 3, 57
Cooperation in play, pp. 12-16
pp . 52-55
pp. 67-70
School, pp. 22-27, pp. 52-35, pp. 92-95
Cooperation in work, pp. 43-51, 53-51, 62-66,
67-70
Stores, pp. 42-44, pp. 82-84
Farm, pp. 58-61
Pets, pp. 37-106
(Caring for pets) (Pets at school)
Toys, pp. 128-132, pp. 142-147, pp. 150-153
(Caring for toys) (Fun with toys)
Policeman, pp. 36-41, 45-46, 90
Storeman, p. 89
Milkman, p. 91
Animals, pp. 107-115, pp. 121-126
Holidays, pp. 117-120
.-
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Birthdays, pp, 85-87, 154-158
The episodes in this book begin in the home and go out
into the neighborhood, to Ub school and then to the
larger community. Work and play activities in the home
school and community are discussed. Animal friends
of home and school are introduced and contrasted with
outdoor animals such as squirrels, rabbits and birds.
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Table IV
Data on Curriculun Foundation Series
1st Pre-
Primer
2nd Pre-
Prlmer
3rd Pre-
Primer
Primer First
Reader
We Look
& See ^
•
We Work
& Play-*
f/e Come
Sc Go 1 *
FunWith
Dick &
Jane ^
.
Our Nev:
Friends
TTurriber of soc
ial study sit-
uations in
the book 3 2 9
i
15 20
Home
Situations 3 2 3 ‘ 6 7
School
Situations 0 0 0 1 3
Community
Situations 0 0 3 3 5
Farm
Situations 0 0 0 3 4
Transporta-
tion 0 0 3 2 1
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Table IV
(continue-}
)
1st Tre-
Primer
be Look
k See
2nd Pre-
Primer
We Work
k lay 1 •
5rd Pre-
Timor
. e Com©
5: Go *•
FrTner
Fun With.
Dick $
an© *•»
FIrsF~
leader
Jur New
Tier,.is
Tlumber of
payes 47 62 70 166 189
'umber of
•words Intro-
duced 17 22 19 100 170
.
plumber of
units in
do >k 1 2 6 4 5
Wumber of
stories In
the book 11 14 14 33 38
'lumber of
people Intr >-
duced 5 5 5 7 14
bomber of
n n ima Is
Introduc od 2 2 2 10 15
1* Gray, William S • , barucl:, Dorot’ .y, and mtyonox’y,
Kllzabet': - basic Readora; Currlcultua Faundat Ion - nrlcft -
TTew York: Soott, ForesVan, anSST ^orapany, 1046.
~
B2» Gray, ill la i 5 » , Arbut' not, ay A 1 1
1
,
-La 3 1c i padera !
Curricul ra loundatlon Series (A Revision of UkaVnU on-??ray
TJa¥ic~T^oaders ')
",
-ew Yorks “cotfc, Poreamn and Company, 1340
'
IV The Alice and Jerry Books
A. Readiness Pre-Primer - Happy Stays
The family:
Alice, Jerry, Mother, Father and their
pets are introduced, pp. 2-17
Transportation :
Boats, pp . 18-21
Airport, pp. 22-25
Trains, pp . 26-27
Toy store, pp. 28-50
Attractive pictures help to tell the story of Alice
and Jerry’s adventures at home and away from home.
B. First Fre-Primer - Rides and Slides
Fun on the playground, pp. 2-16
Transportation:
Trains, p. 17;
Boats, pp . 42-47;
Airplanes, p. 19;
Auto, pp. 20-21
Fun with pets, pp . 22-32
The Department Store, pp. 37-41
The family, Alice and Jerry have fun on the
playgrouhd. They see trains, boats, and planes and
visit a store
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C. Second Pre-Primer - Here and There
At home, pp. 2-S
The Department Store, pp. 7-17
Pun with pets and playmates, pp. 18-25, pp. 26-
58
Transportation pp. 39-47
An airplane ride
The family works and plays and has fun going places.
D. Primer- Day in and Day Out
Outgrowing clothes, p. 14-16
Toys, p. 47, pp. 50-57, pp. 94-97, pp. 108-110
Caring for belongings, pp. 47-54
Stores
:
Cbthing Store, pp. 14-22
Toy store, pp. 2-13, pp. 48-51
Pet store, pp. 122-132
Pets, pp. 23-29
Kindness to animals, pp. 134-153
Transportation:
Trains, pp . 36 - 42
Walking, p. 58
pony ride, p. 64
Bedtime, p. 110
Farm: pp. 66-92, 98-110
Animals , -goat pp. 66-71; duck, pp. 72-77;
rabbit, 78-85; pig, p. 86; hen, p. 87; cow
p. 88; pony, p. 89; barnyard animals, pp.
107; birds, pp. 112-121.
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Garden, pp. 86-92; pp. 98-100
The care of pets and toys is the outstanding theme in
this book. Pets and farm animals are contrasted,
E. First Reader - Round About
Pets, pp, 3-14
Toys, pp, 15-24
Earning, pp, 25-34
Saving, pp. 35-36
A truck ride, pp. 48-56
Moving from the city to the country, pp. 48-56
Passage of time - A year.
A birthday party, pp. 58-63
(five years old)
Seasonal fun:
Summer, pp. 64-67
Fishing, p. 66
A picnic, p. 67
Autumn, pp . 68-70
Fun in dry leaves, pp. 68-70
Winter, pp. 71-73
Coasting, pp. 72-73
Spring
Plan ting a garden, p. 74
A birthday party, pp. 75-76
(Six' years old)
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Grandmother and Grandfather's home, pp. 78-84
Tra nsportation:
Car, pp. 81-93
Train, p. 98 and pp. 187-198
Farm Animals, pp. 100-117
Woods animals, pp. 118-154
Eommunity activities, pp. 156-201
Church, pp. 162-164
Coasting, pp. 168-180
1.3a il, pp. 183-186
Stores, pp. 191-196
The content material of this first reader reaches out
into the community. It compares town life and farm life,
and farm animals and woods animals. The community,
with its church, stores, parks, transportation and
helpers is introduced . The picture on page 192 could
be used to start a discussion on the fire department.
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Table V
A 6
lata on The
Alice and
Jerry Books
eauiness
re-Frimer
Jappy
Days -1- •
Number of social
studies situation;-
in the book
Ho me s i tua t io ns
School situa-
tions
Community sit-
uations
Farm situations
Transportation
Number of pages
Number of words
introduced
Number of units
in the book
Number of storie;;
in the book
Number of people
introduced
Number of animal;
introduced
n
c.
i
0
Ts“t' "Fre-
“
Primer
Rides
Slides
7
1
2
0
4
Ki
67
4
12
Und-Pre-
Primer
Her9 &,
There •
5
1
0
1
47
11
4
5
Primer
*
Day In
& Day
Out x •
IFF
Reader-
Round
About
12
4
0
,
3
3
133
141
51
14
20
8
C
3
4
3
201
255
8
38
17
21
1 . O'Donnell, Label and Carey, Alice* - The Alice & Jerry
Books -Evans ton, Illinois: Row, Pe terson & Co. 1 038,"1041
(
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V The Henry Series
A
. Pre-Primer - Henry and tne Garden
The farm, pp. 5-45
Farm animals, pp. 5,7,9,10, pp. 13-17, pp. 19-31
Farm garden, pp. 12,17, 20-23, 3G, 42
The firm home, up. 3, 32, 33, 37, 44.
The idea of a farm garden and farm animals is initiated
in this book.
B. Primer - Stories About Henry
Country Life, pp. 1-123
Home, pp. 17-19, 71-72, 96-97, 108
Family, pp. 15-19, 33-38
Animals, pp. 7-9, 23-32, 39-40, 83-95,93-107
110-123
Garden, pp. 1-6, 10-14, 20-22
Transportation
A wagon, pp. 43-56
This primer gives inform tion about a garden - how it is
planted, tended, harvested. It also develops the idea of
kindness to animals
.
C. First Reader - Henry and His Friends
A Farm home, pp. 1-68
Family fun, pp. 3-9, 11-31
Country trading, pp. 28-29, 43-43
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Farm animals, pp. 33-42, 53-65
Pets, pp. 2-9, 49-53, 178-184
A country store, pp. 46-43
The City, pp. 69-144
Comparison of city and country life, pp. 81-84
Transportation:
Car, pp. 43-45, pp. 71r78-80, 141-142
True ks
,
p . S3
Bus, pp/ 133-137
A city bus station and a country bus station,
pp. 129-142
Safety, pp. 84-86
City fun - a parade, pp. 87-92
Community helpers:
Policeman, p. 94
Fireman, p. 95
Postman, p. 96
Stores
Purchasing groceries, pp. 97-102
Farm, pp. 103-108
School:
In the country, pp. 147-171
In the city, pp. 172-184
This first reader contrasts city and country life. It
tells of means of transportation and safety rules.
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Table VI
Data on the
Henry Series
Pre-Primer
"
Henry and
The Garden^*
Primer
Stories
About
Henryk
•
First Header-
Henry and
His Friends 4
Number of social
studies situa-
tions in the book 2 5 19
Home situations 1 2 2
School situations 0 0 2
Community situa-
tions 0 0 9
Farm situations 1 2 5
Transpor ta t ion 0 1
**
o
Number of pages 45 123 185
Number of word3
introduced 79 115 164
Number of units
in the book 1 1 3
Number of stories
in the book 1 10 27
Number of people
introduced 2 8 17
Number of animals
introduced 5 6 11
1. Tippett, James S., -The Henry Series - Yonker-On-
Hu&son, New York; TCorld Book Company, 1939.
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Part II
S ituations
Pre-Prlrners Primers First Readers Totals
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No. In book 2 3 0 3 2 3 2 1 3 1 7 5 6 4 2 7 2 7 8 2 71
1. Home
PP.
4-7
32-37
PP*
15-26
27-30
45-48
PP*
3-14
15-22
23-50
pp.
3-22
43-62 I
PP*
17-36
45-46
52-64
PP*
2-7
6-17
pp.
22-32
pp.
2-6
16-25
26-58
P*
8
32-33
37, 44
17-24
28-29
39-31
41-61
63-75
113-13i
PP*
2-31
33-44
47-51
52-57
58-61
pp.
5-49
:5
78
7693
J?
118
4?i
pp.
14-16
23-29
47-54
110
pp.
17-19
71-72
(96-97
( 108
(15-19
(53-58
?Pg.
8-12
lp
35-34
55
159-
173
PP.
146-151
160-162
PP.
12-16
52-56
67-70
48-51
59-61
62-66
67-70
s2?i
15-24
25-34
35-36
48-56
58-63
64-76
78-84
pp.
(3-31
(33-42
( 53-65
j 49-58
(178-184
Ho . In book 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 4 0 3 0 2 13
PP.
123
124
125
JS?
pp.
37-42
43-45
(16-48
(52-53
£3=5 1„
PP.
22-27
32-35
92-95
PP.
147-17]
172-184
0 0 6 0 0 3
1 2 1 0 6 2 2 3 0 4 8 5 5 9 54
3. Communitrv
PP*
10-11
16-16
27-50
12-14
18-26
37-45
pp.
9-16
43-46
53-64
P.
26-50
PP*
2-16
37-41
P.
7-17
11,
l-J-W
tL
PP.
109-
116
117
122-
131
pp.
39-
44
135
146
pp.
14-22
(2-13
448-51
122-132
PP*
?58-6$
79-73
75-87
LPP-
5,5,18
7,14,15
5,17,
9-10, 20
23, 152
L6!}
’28-
pp.
6-7
8-9
36-41
89
•91
pp.
48-56
162-164
168-18C
183-186
191-196
pp.
81-84
84-86
87-92,95
94,95.96
97-lo£,
103^108
!
Ho. in book
4
.
Farm
9 1 0 0 —Q 0 0 0 0 1
2 5 3 2 2 3 4 4 4 S 33
PP-
8-31
inc lusive
PP-
36-44
pp.
5,7-, S,
10,; 13-
19 -
- ft
8 5-* 8
PP-
39-102
90-93
119-
120
pp.
16-
30,
>0-7#
73-7
PP.
66-92
98-110
PP.
(1-14
(20-32
(83-95
PP.
69-90
L01-1C6
L15-137
PP.
58-68
123-136
luV-118
164-163
PP-
58-61
97-106
107-153
121-12.
pp.
66-67
74
100-1 lr
118-154
22-§8
33-42
53-65
103-108
No. in book
5. Transportation
1 1 3 a 0 3
3 4 1 0 2 2 5 1 4 3 1 3 5 42
PP*
37-39 3&-S4
pp.
1.-6
,
7,
46-47
57-43
65-69
51
j. 16-21 up. 18,It P.39-47 ny-'if pp . ooM iii IsTil:64 P.13-56 PP. Dp. 25-06. 157„ii6„ §7 IMIS: pp. 78-80fc:»

Chapter V
Summary
There Is no “best way" of teaching all children
or all subjects. But one of the ways to lay the
foundations of the social studies In grad© one Is to
utilize the basal reading series. Lbst of these
series are now built on the unit idea. They center
around the child’s interest in the home, the school,
and the community. Learning health and safety rules,
the work of the community and common occupations are
all a part of the first grade reading program. Through
this reading program the little child is led to the first
rung on the ladder to right group living, and an under-
standing of interdependence.
The content material found in the five basal
reading series here analyzed reflects the background
experiences of children and helps the teacher develop
a social studies program.
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Conclusions
:
1. Basal reading ucaterials include nfiter ial of
value in teaching the social studios in the
first grade.
2. A teacher xaay use every day reading experiences
as laateriai for social studies units.
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